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‘Thinking’ is fundamental in and indispensable to human existence and the notion of thinking 

covers a large conceptual spectrum along the continua of conviction, involvement, attitude, 

etc. The Korean verbum cogitandi, siph- ‘think’, displays an intriguing journey of semantic 

and functional change across such conceptual domains in the 600 years of history. This paper 

analyzes the change from a grammaticalizationist perspective and addresses its theoretical 

significance. In particular, the analysis focuses on its semantic and morphosyntactic change 

drawing upon historical corpora and its synchronic distributional pattern of functions 

including those of a connective, conative/desiderative auxiliary verb, epistemic/evidential 

modality marker, and discourse marker of soliciting a common ground, among others. 
 

The verb siph- began its life as sikpu- (and its variants) in Middle Korean (15th - 16th c.) with 

the meaning of ‘think’ and ‘want’ as in (1): 
 

(1) a. sAyngwen-i  ili   w-as-ini    esti hA-l-ko   sip-eyla 

  [title]-NOM  to.here come-PST-as  how do-FUT-Q think-END 

  ‘As he has come here, (I) am thinking about what to do.’ (16th c. Swunchen 128) 
 

  b. cAsi-i   cwuk-ti.ma-o ce-y   cwuk-kolacya  sikpu-ko 

  child-NOM die-NEG-and  self-NOM die-DESID   want-and 

  ‘(I) want that not my child but I would rather die and..’ (16th c. Swunchen 34) 
 

The verb developed into an epistemic marker of probability and evidential marker of 

inference by Early Modern Korean (17th - 19th c.), as illustrated in (2):  
 

(2)  cyengi-nAn pAy-to   nepcyekha-ko popay.stAl-ul     pAy-yess-tota    sip-e 

  [name]-TOP  belly-too be.flat-and  treasure.daughter-ACC impregnate-PST-END EP-and 

  ‘It seems likely that Cyengi is pregnant with a precious daughter (since) her belly is flat 

  and..’ (17th c. Enkan) 
 

Furthermore, it has become an auxiliary verb of tentative intention, a connective of 

simulative or of its kindred functions, etc. in Modern Korean, as exemplified in (3): 
 

(3) a. na-to  yulep.yehayng-ul  ha-epo-l-kka.siph-ta 

  I-too  Europe.travel-ACC do-ATTP-FUT-TENT-DEC 

  ‘I too might travel to Europe.’ (Modern Korean) 
 

 b. ku-nun nal-tasiphi kyeytan-ul ttwi-e  naylyeka-n-ta 

  he-TOP fly-SIM  stairs-ACC run-and go.down-PRES-DEC 

  ‘He is running down the stairs as if he were flying.’ (Modern Korean) 
 

Among the diverse functions of the grammatical forms involving the verb siph- in Modern 

Korean is that of a discourse marker in the form of potasiphi (< ‘as (you) see’) and a(l)tasiphi 

(< ‘as you know’), as shown in (4): 
 

(4) a. potasiphi ike-n   myengpaykhan pemcoy-i-pnita 

  as.you.see this-TOP  straightforward crime-be-DEC 

  ‘As you see, this is clearly a criminal act.’ (Modern Korean) 
 



 b. a(l)tasiphi  cikum  kwukceycengsey-nun      maywu pwulanha-pnita 

  as.you.know now  international.political.situation-TOP  very   be.worrisome-DEC 

  ‘As you know, the current international political situation is very precarious.’ 

 

The change briefly outlined and exemplified above brings forth diverse implications with 

lexical and grammatical change. For instance, the development shows the important role of 

collocations, as exemplified by the fact that the source lexeme siph- often forms constructions 

with interrogative marker denoting the speaker-internal query as the object of thought the 

sentential subject entertains. This state of affairs supports the ‘local context’ hypothesis of 

grammaticalization (cf. Hopper & Traugott 2003). It also exhibits the formative force of 

inference and subjectification, which enable the concept ‘think’ to extend to ‘want’, ‘like’, 

‘intend’, ‘be similar’, ‘be likely’, ‘be afraid of’, ‘to the point of’, etc., which form a 

conceptual network along diverging strands of subjective inferences (cf. Heine et al. 1991, 

Stein & Wright 1995, Traugott & Dasher 2002, Davidse et al. 2010).  
 

Furthermore, in its development into discourse markers, the role of intersubjectification as 

well as rhetorical strategies of (feigned) interactivity and addressee involvement is prominent. 

By saying that the assertion is in line with what the addressee sees or knows, e.g. ‘as you see’ 

and ‘as you know’ (thus evident and unchallengeable), without the addressee’s positive 

confirmation, the speaker is presupposing the validity of the claim as if it were supported by 

the addressee (cf. Koo 2008, Rhee 2014). Also prominent is that the development of the 

discourse markers exhibits the modeling effect in that the most frequently used form 

potasiphi ‘as you see’ first developed into a full-fledged discourse marker and its 

entrenchment made other forms such as altasiphi ‘as you know’ follow the ‘trail-blazer’s’ 

path (Rhee 2014). In this course of development there even occurs formal attraction, i.e., the 

regular form altasiphi ‘as you see’, directly formed on the verb al- ‘know’, becomes atasiphi, 

which is opaque as to the lexical base of al- ‘know’ (note the deletion of /l/ from the verb). 

This shows that a form being attracted to a well-established precursor may become 

increasingly similar to it not only in function (i.e., rhetorical booster) but also in form (i.e. 

coda-less verb form).  
 

Drawing upon historical and contemporary data, this paper analyzes how a linguistic form 

acquires diverse meanings and functions that create a conceptual network, identifies its 

enabling conceptual mechanisms, and discusses the issues of theoretical import. 
 

Abbreviations 

ACC: accusative; ATTP: attemptive; DESID: desiderative; END: sentence-ender; FUT: future; NEG: 

negation; NOM: nominative; PRES: present; PST: past; SIM: simulative; TENT: tentative intention; 

TOP: topic.  
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